Glen 340 Quart Mixer Kits & Upgrades

Improve the performance and reliability of your Glen 340 Quart Mixer with a quality AMF upgrade

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES FOR GLEN 340 MIXERS:
- Cookie Hook with Rubber Edge
- Four Winged Beaters
- Bakery and Pharmaceutical Beaters
- Wire Whips and Hooks
- Bowl Trucks and Bowls
- Rotating Head Replacements
DESIGN INNOVATIONS

Bring your Glen 340 Mixer up to date with our new standard mixer components. The latest upgrades improve the safety and compliance of your mixer, increase speed control for more precise mixing, and eliminate costly and hard-to-find Reeves-Drive parts.

Glen 340 Quart Mixer Kits

ROTATING HEAD REPLACEMENT

- Replaces worn-out rotating head with brand-new unit
- Matches original equipment specifications

AC INVERTER DRIVE KIT

- Replaces older Reeves Drive System on earlier mixers
- Converts to high-speed pulley system mated with AC inverter drive
- Provides additional control for more precise mixing
- Eliminates costly and hard-to-find Reeves Drive Components
- Works with standard and inverted-drive motor positions
- May be ordered with optional new 15-HP drive motor

MIXER BOWL GUARD KIT

- Guards against beater hazard during operation
- Mounts to upper head via standard hardware
- Available in Lexan and stainless steel construction
- Allows ingredient-adding at front of guard assembly
- Comes complete with switches and schematic

EXHAUST HOOD KIT

- Mounts directly to upper rotating head
- Works with standard non-pouring lip bowls
- Sealed gasket surface with upper bowl lip
- Pipe connection for use with dust collection systems